LOPPING HALL—THE YEAR OF THE CHAIR REVISITED ….
Back in 1982, the Trustees of Lopping Hall launched the
“Year of the Chair” in order to raise funds to buy new chairs
to replace the jumble of old cinema seats and wooden
chairs that the audiences at shows and events were having
to use. The users of the hall, along with local businesses
and generous local people dug deep and not only were the
chairs purchased, but 2 years’ later a further amount of
fund-raising enabled the Trustees to put seat cushions on
all the chairs.
These chairs have served the hall well for over 30 years, but
now deserve to be retired. The Directors of Lopping Hall
have chosen a new blue and gold chair to match the future
décor of the hall and it is time to say goodbye to the old and
welcome the new.

GOODBYE

HELLO

The Directors of Lopping Hall will need to raise funds in the region of £11,000 to purchase 200 chairs @ £55
each, and are asking users, local businesses and benefactors to help by buying a leg, seat, back or perhaps a
whole chair or multiple of chairs. A Just Giving Page will be started by the Directors, but if you wish to donate in
the meantime, you can send a cheque to: Lopping Hall, FAO Stephen Radley, 189 High Road, Loughton, IG10
4LF, made payable to “The Lopping Endowment” with the following information. THANK YOU!!
Name .........................................................................................................................................................................
Email address .............................................................................................................................................................
Postal address ............................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................
Tel ..............................................................................................................................................................................
I would like to support the “2017 Year of the Chair” by buying:




leg/s @ £5 each = £



seat/s @ £15 each = £

OR whole chairs:

back/s @ £15 each = £



linking clips @ £5 each = £

 @ £55 each = £

I attach a cheque for £_______
I would like to help out with “Year of the Chair” fund-raising events 

www.loppinghall.org.uk

